
“By the gods! How are you so good at this?” 
 
Triss Merigold gave a small moan of satisfaction as she felt the cock in her throat expand as 
another load of cum was emptied into her stomach.  
 
While her skill at giving head was second to none, it was rare that she deemed anyone to be 
worthy of receiving it. Usually her dick sucking skills were reserved for only those with cocks so 
massive that they could give her throat that delicious little pleasure of being stretched to the 
limit.  
 
That being said, it made the situation she was in even more exceedingly odd because of the 
fact that she was currently sucking off a cock that was almost overwhelmingly average. Even on 
it’s best day one would be hard pressed to call the penis currently down her throat anything 
more than “kinda big”. 
 
However, Triss was happy to make this concession solely because of the person that this dick 
was attached to. 
 
Releasing the penis in her throat with a gentle suckle, Triss looked up with a smile at the face of 
a girl completely overwhelmed with pleasure. 
 
A face that was completely identical to her own. 
 
“Let’s just say I’ve had a little practice. Well, that and a bit of natural talent.” Triss answered the 
girl’s initial question as she looked at the satisfied face of her mirror self. 
 
She had stumbled upon this doppelganger of herself during one of her many dimension hopping 
escapades, this time landing into a dimension almost identical to her original. However, there 
were many small yet important differences.  
 
For instance, the Triss Merigold of this reality was almost completely identical to herself in body, 
having the same face, massive tits, huge ass, and general proportions. She was identical 
physically to Triss in almost every way except for one, very, important detail.  
 
Her doppelgänger had a much, much, smaller cock than the original. 
 
While Triss had an absolute behemoth of a penis between her legs, even when flaccid as it was 
now, her counterpart, even when fully erect, was even smaller than Ciri’s flaccid length.  
 
However, the major difference in cock size wasn't the only disparity. Their skills, experiences, 
and even personalities were worlds apart from each other. While in her original dimension Triss 
was far and away the most talented and powerful sorceress in recorded history, it seemed that 
in this one she was much less powerful both in talent or pure magical capacity, only being in the 



upper-mid tiers of sorceresses instead of the absolute pinnacle. Perhaps because of this the 
alternate world Triss was also much less…. assertive, than the original. 
 
But the most shocking difference to Triss was finding out that this reality’s version of her was a 
virgin.... 
 
That fact was just something that Triss couldn’t allow to stand. So after a quick introduction and 
a day of getting to know each other, she had quickly convinced her fellow Merigold to spend a 
night with her in bed so that she could teach her the ropes. 
 
So here the twins found themselves laying in bed together, one with a nervous smile, the other 
a self satisfied smirk as she prepared to expose the more inexperienced of the two to even 
more debauchery. 
 
“So, Triss, what would you like to do next?” The redhead said to her mirror self as she stood up, 
licking away a nice coating of cum from her lips. “You can use my tits,” As she said this, Triss 
gently cupped the oversized breasts in question, bouncing them in her palms. “My ass,” moving 
her hands further down her body, the sorceress turned around and gave her own huge 
asscheeks a firm slap, causing the meaty flesh to visibly shake in front of the other girls eyes. 
“Or even…. my pussy.” Bending over, Triss gave her other self a full view of her moist lips. 
“Usually my cunt is off limits to anyone, but I think an exception can be made for myself. It’s 
essentially masturabtion if you think about it.” 
 
“So….” Turning back around, Triss looked the parallel version of herself in the eyes with a 
hungry smile.  “What would you like?” 
 
“Umm…. Would it be alright if you used…. that instead?” The parallel Triss nodded downwards, 
her eyes locked on Triss’s massive cock.  
 
The more well endowed of the two women smiled as she felt her huge balls began to fill in 
excitement at the idea of quite literally fucking herself.  
 
“Well now, I was gonna save that for later, but if you want to just skip to it now….” Moving her 
cock so that the massive slab of dick meat was hovering just inches away from Triss’s face, the 
dimension traveller gave her giant shaft a quick pat. “Then by all means.” 
 
Just like that, the monstrous organ began filling with blood, growing longer and thicker before 
both sets of eyes as if on command. The massive length of dick meat began moving further and 
further down Triss’s leg, long since past her knees, while at the same time growing thicker and 
filling with bulbous veins.  
 



However, before Triss’s cock could slither even further down her leg, it began hardening enough 
to support its own absurd weight and slowly began rising into a more horizontal orientation, 
never stopping its growth the entire time.  
 
During all this, Triss’s balls were audibly filling inside her sack, churning more and more 
deliciously thick cum that was just begging to be released as they grew further down her thighs.  
 
After almost a minute of admiring her own legendary penis, Triss looked over to her 
doppelgänger to be greeted by the girl drooling at the sight of her throbbing cock and the heavy 
balls, the head of which was now only a hair’s breadth from her face.  
 
Triss smiled as she recognized the look of someone hopelessly enraptured with her dick, a look 
that she had seen hundreds of times on the faces of other girls, however seeing it on her own 
was definitely a new experience. 
 
‘Well, if she's going to act like one of my cocksleeves I may as well break her in like one….’ 
 
With that thought, Triss gently pushed her counterpart onto her back and gently positioned 
herself at the other woman’s entrance. She still wasn’t completely hard, but that was probably 
for the best. Taking someone’s virginity with her full size cock was just asking for the other party 
to be in pain, hell, even this size was probably too much, but considering it was someone with a 
body as lewd as her own she was sure the girl would be able to manage.  
 
“Well then, get ready to experience a whole new world, Triss.” 
 
“Y-yes, Mistress!” 


